Big Ben Rubbish Removal Create Scalable Pricing System With
New Lower Minimum Load
Big Ben Rubbish Removal has a new pricing system, enabling them to reduce their
minimum load to just eight bin bags and ten minutes of labour, to increase the
accessibility of their services.
Big Ben Rubbish Removal has a new pricing system, enabling them to reduce their minimum load to
just eight bin bags and ten minutes of labour, to increase the accessibility of their services. London,
United Kingdom - April 13, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- London is becoming more crowded every day.
With the millions of people who live and work there, a huge volume of unwanted rubbish is created.
Thanks to the equally choked up road network and sparse waste disposal centers, getting rid of this
rubbish can be an ordeal for both individuals and businesses, whether it amounts to a truckload or
just a few household items. Big Ben is a rubbish removal company that offers fully scalable services,
and has transformed their price plan to deliver a new, lower minimum load.
The new minimum load covers just 1.5 cubic yards, equivalent to eight bin bags, taking just ten
minutes of labour to achieve. This can however include heavy items, with an allowance of up to
150kgs. This allows people with small waste removal jobs to have them handled quickly, effectively
and affordably.
This thin end of the wedge will help those with smaller jobs, while the quarter, half, three quarter and
full loads can help people with larger tasks pay only for the volume of rubbish they are having
removed. The website has full details of the new pricing structure, which will make rubbish removal
more readily affordable for all customers.
A spokesperson for Big Ben Rubbish Removal explained, "We want to help protect and improve the
London environment, and that means responsibly removing waste and rubbish, then delivering it to
the appropriate recycling plants. We are committed to this practice so customers get total peace of
mind that their rubbish is not simply being thrown in a landfill. The biggest feedback we got from
customers was that they often had just a few items they wished to get rid of, but no removal service
would take such small loads. That's why we have created a lower minimum removal, so that we can
improve London's cleanliness and maximize our environmental commitment to recycling."
About Big Ben: Big Ben deal with a wide range of domestic clearance jobs, waste removal and
commercial clearance for businesses. Big Ben provides one of the most efficient services in the
whole of the greater London area. They are capable of removing every possible kind of rubbish,
from litter to industrial waste. They employ the very best house clearance professionals and office
clearance teams to create the best possible customer experience in all environments.
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